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ORTHOGRAPHY, orthog'rafi, a word
derived from two Greek words, orthos, which
means straight or correct, and graphein,
which is the Greek for to write. Orthogra-
phy, then, may be understood as a branch of
the art of speaking and writing correctly;
however, the subject is confined to words,
not to sentences or paragraphs, and relates
to spelling alone. We are studying orthogra-
phy when we seek to leai** the sounds a word
contains, to know how to divide it into sylla-
bles, and to pronounce it correctly, every
letter given its proper sound, and accent
placed on the proper syllable.
The mastery of this subject, in most par-
ticular detail, is the work of the expert in
the department of language, but the general
principles—entirely sufficient for the aver-
age man or woman—may be easily under-
stood, and such a grasp of orthography is
plainly necessary if one would speak and
write correctly those words we ordinarily use.
Unless one knows how the various letters in
the written alphabet stand for the sounds in
the spoken language, and is acquainted with
the general rules for combining letters in the
formation of words, he will always be liable
to embarrassing errors in pronunciation and
spelling and must be decidedly at a disadvan-
tage in both his social and his business life.
To meet the needs of the general reader who
wishes to make an elementary study of or-
thography, the essentials of the subject are
carefully set forth in the following para-
graphs.
Diacritical Marks. In the English lan-
guage there are many more spoken sounds
than letters to represent them. The letters
are twenty-six in number, and one of these
is not really needed; there are forty-three
sounds, most of them very important and not
difficult to utter, while a few express tones
seldom sounded correctly in our speech. The
letter with which we could dispense is £, for
its soft sound, as in the word ice, and its
hard sound, as in call, might well be repre-
sented by the letters s and Jc.
As there are forty-three sounds in the
English language and only twenty-six letters
to represent them, it is evident that a single
letter must serve to represent more than one
sound. The various sounds of a letter as used
in different words are represented by means
of symbols, or signs, placed either above or
below the letter, as a guide to pronunciation.
"When once the exact tone demanded by a
 symbol is learned, the ability to pronounce
correctly has been acquired.
Classification of Sounds, According to
the kinds of sounds that they represent, the
letters of the language are divided into two
classes, known as vowels and consonants.
Vowels are open sounds made by an unob-
structed passage of the breath through the
vocal organs. The letters that indicate these
sounds are a, e, i, o, u and sometimes iv and
y. Consonants are sounds formed by a stop-
page of the breath in the mouth or the throat.
Sounds are said to be vocal when they have
a tone or voice quality, and aspirate when
they are merely breath sounds. The vowels
are pure vocal sounds since they have tone
qualities that are expressed without any ob-
struction. In the case of several of the con-
sonants, however, the tone quality is sup-
pressed or obstructed by the organs of
speech, and the sounds are therefore known
as subvocals. When two vocal sounds are
combined, as in oi in voice, the resulting'
sound is known as a diphthong.
In the paragraphs which follow all the
sounds of the vowels are classified and ex-
plained by proper diacritical marking; in
each instance, the sound of the letter as
marked is indicated by examples of words in
common use.
Vowels
A vowel sound is a free and uninterrupted
sound of the voice. The various vowel sounds
are modified by changed positions of the
tongue and lips. A study of the following
paragraphs will»enable you always to pro-
nounce any word found in the course of your
reading.
The Vowel A. There are eight sounds of
the vowel a; each is explained below.
(1)	The long sound of the letter is called
its name letter.   In the words—
age	may	plate
the long sound of the vowel is represented,
and the sound is denoted by a straight line
above the letter, called a macron,
(2)	The short sound of a is heard in the
words—
mat	ham	plaid
and is represented by a curved mark directly
above the vowel called a 'breve,
(3)	There is a broad sound of a heard in—
all	call	stalk
and it is always represented by two dots,
called a dieresis, placed below the vowel.
The former spelling of this name is diaeresis.

